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Conference Presentation or Workshop Title:

Intelligent data migration and media consolidation: How to reduce complexity from legacy backup and archive
solutions.



Abstract:

Sententia Discovery provides specialised technology and services to migrate unique data from backup and
archive media.

Our technology can extract targeted data from most major backup and archive software and most common file
types. We do not need to restore to find and extract data that is responsive to search or retention criteria.

We do this for tape, disk and cloud storage. We frequently assist our clients to change backup or archive
solutions.

Business benefits we provide:
 Eliminate legacy media storage costs
 Reduce software licensing costs
 Condense infrastructure and reduce storage overall including immediate justification to retire old hardware
 Meet record keeping requirements
 Migrate records without loss
 Integrate archives from multiple formats
 Lower data volumes
 Retain metadata with single copies for archival provenance of all records after migration
 Reduce costs for investigations which require reference to legacy media – both backups and archives.

Our technology is based on a process of non-destructive direct indexing, then extracting from the legacy media,
which provides a massive reduction in effort when compared to conventional approaches based on restoration.

We offer the ability to deduplicate or filter by keyword or metadata criteria before extraction.

We do not need to rely on Catalog information to find relevant information, which can be at a content level
(within an email or attachment)

Solutions can be provided on-site or from our data centre.

The session will include a brief demonstration of Index Engines working through legacy backup tapes.


